
Polished Concrete Skin



Locally sourced material. 
Environmentally sustainable.

Elegant, Decorative flooring 
designed to reveal a radiant and 
seamless surface. 

PCS is created by embedding 
aggregates of stones, glass, and 
marbles in an engineered cement 
base to achieve a beautifully 
artful and highly durable surface.

Combines beauty with functional 
durability.

Mixed on site (Insitu), trowelled 
directly onto the floor and then 
diamond ground and polished to 
expose the visual textures of the 
aggregate.



Why PCS

PCS offers designers 
immense flexibility in 

choice of colours, effects 
and patterns to suit any 

project. Since it is applied 
Insitu, there are no grout 

lines and the only joints are 
movement joints that exist 

in the substrate. 
Above all, this flooring 

system is environmentally 
sustainable and completely 

odourless to install.

Adding a sense of 
opulence to any space, 
PCS is the right choice 

for beauty and 
durability

Why AusFloorworks

AusFloorworks are the experts in choosing the right 
flooring to suit your requirements from strength and 
durability, to easy maintenance, to aesthetics, or to 

sustainability. It is with pride and professionalism that 
AusFloorworks provide the best in service and advice.



Specifications

Thickness 10mm - 12mm

Builder Friendly System
Can be used within 24hrs of laying it. 
Crucial for the programme (speak to  us for more details)

Speed Of Installation
Fast & efficient application  
(can be laid one day and be ground & polished the next day)

Cracks/Bond
Very good bonding properties. Will bond to the system components and  
the substrate (concrete, timber, tiles etc.), hence less likely to 
crack.

Greater Design Options Requires minimal trims/dividers (unless the material under it requires it). 

Colour Consistency Scientific accuracy can be achieved.

Resistant To Damage 60MPA

Crack Repair
Can be repaired easily Insitu with a perfect colour match 
(scientific, predictable colour than can be matched even year’s down the 
track).

Stability/Cracks Risk No shrinkage, very strong and stable material.

Stain Resistance
Matrix is a mixture of resin and cement, so not as absorbent as cement  
base



❖ Customised/ made to order concrete 

floor

❖ Can be installed over different surfaces-

concrete, timber, tiles, etc

❖ Free form design

❖ Vivid, full colour spectrum

❖ Resistant to damage

❖ No grout lines, no set downs required

❖ Hygienic and low maintenance

• Retail/ Shopping Centres

• Supermarkets

• Automotive Dealerships

• Hotels and Offices

• Residential properties

Application Areas

Key Features
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Environmental Information

A floor polished in accordance with the AusFloorworks
application consists of pure concrete.

In the process, only environmentally friendly impregnation
and cleaning fluids are used, which means the floor does
not present a hazard to health or the environment.

The floor has a very long service life and high strength,
which makes it low maintenance, and thus the
environmental burden, to an absolute minimum.
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Energy Consumption (kWh/m2)*

Polished Concrete has been tested for Wear Resistance and Friction at SP (Technical Research Institute of Sweden)
* Source: "Life Cycle Assessment of Industrial Flooring", LITH-IKP-EX-06/2383—SE
** Source: Report from SP, F812033-2

Technical Characteristics

Wear- PCS has documented high resistance to wear. This 
means it’s a perfect flooring solution for areas with heavy 
traffic  & other factors that have an impact on the floor 
surface.

Friction & Slip resistance- The level of friction on a floor is most
important to avoid accidents. A clean, chemical free floor is not
slippery. Below illustration shows that PCS qualifies with good
margin compared to traditional industrial or warehouse floor
solutions.
Slip ratings may differ based on finish and gloss level. Reach out to
AusFloorworks to discuss about your project and we will recommend
the slip rating best suited to your project.
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